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Ed Averill joined Tektronix three years ago after 
completing his BSEE and a year of post
graduate studies at the University of Nebraska. 
His work on the 308 included evaluation of both 
electrical and firmware design, which entailed 
spending three months in Japan. He is writing 
the thesis for his MSEE, and is studying to im
prove his Japanese. Ed enjoys camping, hiking, 
and outdoor photography. He processes both 
color and black and white in his own darkroom. 
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United States Navy as a Fire Control Technician. 
Since joining Tek in 1973, he has performed 
diverse functions from quality control of large
screen storage display monitors to on-site serv
ice of complex semiconductor test systems. 
Currently, he is an applications engineer for 
Logic Analyzer Marketing. John is completing 
work on his BSEE at the University of Portland. 
For recreation. he enjoys racquet ball golf and 
woodworking 

Portable Data Analyzer 
Speeds Test and Service 
of Microprocessor-Based 
Systems 

Ne,v microprocessor-based products a re 
announced almost daily. Hundreds more 
are in the design stage. The circuit com
plexity and diversity of signals present 
in these products complicate their man
ufacture and ma inta inability. It is im
perative, therefore, to have a n effective, 
efficient means of testing and servicing 
such products. 

Figure l depicts a typical micro
processor-based system. Three major 
categories of signal are present : input 
and output signals in serial logic, ad
dress and data bus signa ls in parallel 
logic, and timing and control signals 
such as CLOCK, READ, WRITE, RESET, 
etc. 

To test such a system effectively, each 
type of signal must be monitored in an 
optimum manner and analyzed differ
ently. For example, the relationship of 
the clock and control signals is best 
a na lyzed using a parallel timing display. 
Bus transactions a re u sually observed 
using parallel state analysis, and serial 
da ta through the communications port 

using serial state analysis. Signature 
analysis compresses sequential data 
into a four character alphanumeric code 
for quick GO/NO GO information. 
Modes that can be observed as clocked 
data can be tested using signature 
analysis. 

Usually several different instruments 
would be needed to acquire and display 
the varied signals in the desired format. 
Now, all of these capabilities - parallel 
timing, parallel state, serial state, and 
signature analysis - are combined in 
one lightweight, portable instrument, 
the Sony/Tektronix 308 Data Ana lyzer. 

The operation of the 308 is controlled 
from a front-panel keyboard , which 
greatly simplifies mode and parameter 
selection. Within the four basic opera
ting modes, there are several sub
functions available. For example, in the 
parallel timing mode you can select the 
menu timing display, timing cursor dis
play, or timing window display. In the 
parallel and seria l state modes there is a 
choice of four displays: menu, cursor, 
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Fig. 1. Typical microprocessor-based system requires varied data acquisition techniques for 
thorough analysis of its activities. 
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search, and compare. In the signature 
mode you can select either hold or repeat 
modes. In addition, there are several 
diagnostic displays available for self
checking the 308's operation. 

A menu displayed in the upper portion 
of the screen lists the operating mode 
selected and the operating parameters 
to be set from the keyboard. The data 
entry format selected (hexadecimal, oc
tal, binary, or decimal), sample or latch 
mode, pre or post-trigger display, trigger 
word, source, and delay, and other perti
nent parameters are included in the 
menu . It serves to direct the operator in 
setting up the 308 and lets one know, at 
all times, the current setup. 

Acquiring data 

Data and trigger inputs are located at 
the side of the 308 to keep the front panel 
clear for operating ease. An eight chan
nel data probe provides inputs for ac
quiring parallel data at rates up to 20 
MHz. Serial data and signature inputs 
are via a single, high-impedance probe. 
Serial word lengths of 5, 6, 7 or 8 bits can 
be selected and data acquired at rates 
from 50 to 9600 baud . 

Acquired data is stored in an 8 x 252 
bit Data Memory. Stored data can then 
be copied into a Reference Memory and 
be available for a Compare function . 
However, only the contents of Data 
Memory can be displayed. In the Com
pare mode, differences in the two 
memories are highlighted by display in 
inverse video. If the two memories 
match, the 308 can automatically re
start data acquisition and continue until 
a difference in data is detected. The re
start feature allows an automatic search 
for an intermittent problem. A count of 
the number of times the memories 
match is displayed at the bottom of the 
screen. 

Trigger versatility 

Quick, easy selection of a variety of ~rig
ger modes is in keeping with the other 
attributes of the 308. The trigger word is 
defined from the keyboard and can be 
programmed in hexadecimal or other of 
the data entry modes. Eight inputs to the 
trigger are provided by the Data Acqui
sition probe. These can be augmented by 
an optional 16-bit Word Recognizer 
probe. An external trigger qua lifier 

Fig. 2. Versatility, operating ease, and small size make the 308 useful in a wide range of 
applications. Here the 308 is being used to analyze graphic terminal operation. 
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input adds a bit for a total trigger word 
length of 25 bits. A word recognizer 
trigger output is provided for trigger
ing an oscilloscope or other external 
equipment. 

When triggering internally from the 
serial probe input, the menu calls for 
defining two consecutive data bytes as 
the trigger word (figure 3). External 
triggering can be accomplished by a 
single bit via channel 0 of the Data Ac
quisition probe. A programmable trigger 
delay of up to 65,535 counts or words is 
available in parallel and serial operating 
modes. Data displays can be either pre 
or post delayed trigger. In the pre mode 
the delayed trigger is positioned at the 
240th position in the 252 byte data 
memory; in the post mode it is posi
tioned at the 13th position. Data acquisi
tion can be stopped manually at any 
time by pressing a STOP key. The last 
239 bytes acquired are then displayed. 

Data display 

Once the data is acquired and stored, it 
can be displayed in one of several for
mats. In the parallel timing format up to 
168 eight-bit words can be viewed simul
taneously. A window mode provides a 
magnifying effect for close analysis of 
timing relationships, by displaying only 
84 or 42 words. The window can be posi
tioned anywhere in the 252-byte mem
ory by the horizontal position control. 

For parallel state display, data is con
veniently displayed in three formats 
simultaneously - hexadecimal, octal, 
and binary. The same applies to serial 
state displays except that octal is re
placed by ASCII. Up to twelve lines of 
data are displayed at one time. The ver
tical position control allows the 
opera tor to step forward and backward 
through memory. 

In addition to the usual menu display 
modes, several special displays are 
available. These include cursor modes, 
window, compare, search, and extended 
serial displays. Each display meets a 
specific need, enabling the operator to 
view the desired data in an optimum 
manner. 

In signature analysis mode, the 16-bit 
words a re converted to a four-character 
alphanumeric signature and displayed 
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Fig. 3. Some of the many displays available on 
the 308. Changing from one display to another is 
accomplished by one or two keystrokes. 

in one of two formats. In the hold mode, 
a signature is acquired and displayed 
each time the HOLD/RESET key is 
pressed. Up to eight signatures can be 
displayed at one time, with a < symbol 
indicating a change in signature. 

In the repeat mode, signatures are re
peatedly acquired. If a ch ange in signa
ture is detected, a FAULT sign is flashed 
momentarily and the new signature is 
displayed. This is a very useful mode for 
isolating intermittent malfunctions . 

Acquisition and display synergism 

One of the many unique functions in the 
308 a llows data acquired in one mode to 
be displayed in another. For example, 
when using parallel acquisition, the dis
play can be done with serial displays 
that will analyze parity and decode 
ASCII. 

When using serial acquisition, the 
parallel displays can be used to show 
octal information, and the parallel tim
ing displays can show a summary of 
trends over long sequences of data. An 

example of the latter would be analysis 
of the parity bit. The activity of bit 7 can 
be shown along one line in the timing 
display with up to 168 bytes in the dis
play at one time. 

In performing signature analysis, cor
rect information depends on both the 
gate formation signals and the data they 
frame for the signature. A faulty signa
ture can be caused by a faulty signal on 
any of the lines - START, STOP, CLOCK, 
or DATA. The clock-sampled START and 
STOP lines can be observed using paral
lel display modes, without changing any 
probe connections Uust press the ap
propriate keys). Parallel modes are use
ful in identifying a stuck START line, an 
unstable START/STOP line, etc. By ap
plying one of the parallel data input 
probes to the signature analyzer data 
point, the data pattern can be observed 
relative to the gating information . 

As the serial and signature data 
memories are identical, a comparison 
can be made between data acquired in 
each mode. Thus, a reference memory 
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can be obtained from a data bus, and 
compared to test points on the other side 
of a USART (communications interface) 
and its line drivers. 

A microprocessor-based system 

The versatile acquisition and display 
capability of the 308 is accomplished 
through use of a microprocessor control
ler. Some features are the result of 
firmware residing in ROM, while others 
are highly dependent on groups of 
hardware components. The simplified 
block diagram in figure 4 shows some of 
the details. The key factor in determin
ing which features require additional 
hardware is the speed with which each 
function must be performed. This differs 
for each of the subinstruments . 

The powerful displays, and their abil
ity to help the user understand the data , 
are the result of firmware . Over 18,000 
bytes of program are used. The basic in
strument control is designed as a state 
machine, with transactions between 
states controlled by keystrokes. Each 

ACQUISITION 
MEMORY 

SERIAL DATA 

SIGNATURE DATA 

CPU 
ROM / RAM 

KEYBOARD 

DISPLAY 
CONTROL 

CRT 

Fig. 4. Simplified block diagram of the 308. The data paths for the three subinstruments start at the 
probes, pass through separate high-speed circuits, then merge at the microprocessor controller 
for processing and display. 
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state has its unique display form. Within 
each display state, fields of the display 
can be controlled with different key
strokes. For example, positioning of the 
cursor or window. The three acquisition 
systems can be invoked from any of their 
associated display states simply by 
pressing the START key. 

The parallel logic functions are re
quired to work at speeds up to 20 MHz. 
Thus, all of the decisions needed to store 
a full acquisition ha ve to be made at 
hardware speeds; decisions like do I 
have a trigger, have I delayed to the de
layed trigger point, was the acquisition 
terminated with a full data memory, etc. 

An interesting part of the parallel ac
quisition circuitry is data latching. In 
SAMPLE mode, data is accepted by 
normal setup and hold rules. In the latch 
mode, however, each sample period re
cords any change from the previous 
sample period's recorded va lue without 
regard to when the change occurred. 
This is important when trying to observe 
changes in da ta that are not occurring 
near clock edges. Examples are glitches 
in the middle of sample intervals and 
other nonsynchronous activity, such as 
observ ing patterns with periods much 
longer than could be recorded syn
chronously. 

In the seria l data acquisition system , 
data speeds a re much slower. The hard
ware is used to interpret the bit-to-byte 
transformation protocol. After that, the 
bytes of information are completely 
handled by firmware. The firmware de
termines if a trigger has been received, 
counts the delay to the delay trigger, 
senses protocol errors, reorients the ac
quired data into the main data memory, 
etc. Fina lly, th e displays are formed b y 
the firmware in a way simi lar to those of 
the para lle l logic analyzer. 

In the signature ana lyzer, the data 
input rates are, again, 20 MHz. Thus, the 
signature gate formation and data man
ipulation must be done with hardware 
up to the point where a signature is 
formed. Signatu res are then moved into 
the microprocessor control system 
where they are processed for fau lt in
formation and displayed. 

The input c ircuitry is chosen to m ake a 
few probes serve many purposes . Where 
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Fig. 5. Easy access to circuitry even with the 308 powered up facilitates cal ibration and servicing. 

several signals are going to be used to
gether, a multiple input probe is used. 
Where cha nging from one test point to 
another is importan t, a s ingle input 
probe is used. 

The data paths for the three sub
instruments s tart at the probes, pass 
through separate high-speed acquisition 
circuits, and then merge at the micro
processor controller for processing and 
display. Note the parallel acquisition 
circuit contains delay counters, and a 
word recognizer. The serial acquisition 
has the same functions, but they do not 
appear in circuitry. Instead, the micro
processor controller performs the serial 
word recognition and delay counting 
functions. 

Self-test diagnostics 

In many instances, va luable time is lost 
trying to fix defective equipment with a 
test instrument which is, itself, fau lty. A 
set of diagnostic routines resident in the 
308 precludes the probabil ity of th is 
happening to a 308 user. 

A self-test procedure is invoked each 
time the instrument is powered up. The 
display informs the operator that a self
test is in progress and then indicates OK 

if no errors a re formed. If an error is 
detected , a code denoting the type of 
error detected is displayed. A series of six 
user-initiated diagnostics can then be 
called up to help in locating the source of 
the problem. A seven th routine designed 
specifically for the service technician is 
a lso resident. 

The 308 is mechanically designed for 
easy access to components, and can be 
operated and fully calibrated while 
spread open (figure S) . Modularity and 
the use of ribbon cable connections 
a llow quick, easy replacement of sub
assemblies or component parts. 

Summary 

The task of testing and servicing the 
myriad of microprocessor-based prod
ucts entering the marketplace is of in
creasing importance. The Sony/ 
Tektronix 308 Data Analyzer combines 
in one compact, ligh tweight instrument 
the data acquisition and display 
capabili ties needed to effectively test 
and service such products. 
Microprocessor-based, itself, the 308 
provides a low-cost, yet versatile solu
tion to many of today's digital instru
ment prob lems. ~ 



Jim Capps is a Program Manager in Television 
Products Marketing. During his six years at Tek
tronix, he has applied his programming skills to 
various areas including Manufacturing Plan
ning, Manufacturing Engineering, and the 
Mechanical Products group. Jim is single and 
enjoys fly fishing, back-packinfJ, and outdoor 
photography. 

An Automatic Video 
Signal Parameter 
Measuring Instrument 
with Logging Capabilities 

The "vita l signs" of every television 
broadcasting system must be monitored 
and logged at frequent intervals. It is 
required by government regulations to 
ensure tha t equipment is set up and op
erating properly. Of equal importance, is 
the opportunity such monitoring affords 
for early detection of subtle changes in 
the transmission system which, if uncor
rected, could eventually result in major 
failure. 

The 1980 Automated Video Signal 
Measurement Set is a microprocessor
controlled digital instrument capable of 
making and recording, automatically, 
the majori ty of common video mea
surements. It has been designed to al
leviate most of the problems associated 
with video measurement. 

The standard video signal contains 
vertical synchronizing pulses, horizon
tal synchronizing pulses , and active pic
ture elements. The time between syn
ch ronizing pulses, the sh apes and 
risetimes of the pulses, and the peak-to
peak amplitude of the signal are rela
tively easy to measure while actual 
broadcasts are in progress. The problem 
is that there are many additiona l factors 

affecting picture quality tha t require 
special test signals to measure. These 
parameters include frequency response, 
delay of the chrominance with respect to 
the luminance, differential gain, differ
ential phase, etc. Because these parame
ters affect the quality of the broadcast 
picture so dramatically, it is important 
that they be measured during the course 
of actual broadcasting, especially when 
it is considered that the broadcasting 
day may now be up to twenty-four hours 
long. In fact, the FCC requires that many 
of these parameters be measured during 
actual broadcasting. 

Special test signals help 

There are obvious disadvantages to 
broadcasting test signals, such as color 
bars, at frequent intervals during the 
day while long sequences of measure
ments are made. Therefore, there are 
specia l signa ls that are inserted in the 
video signal during the vertical interval, 
the time when the beam of a television 
receiver is "blanked " as it returns from 
the bottom of the picture tube to the top . 
These are called vertical interval test 
signals , or VITS. The vertical interval 

Fig. 1. The Tektronix 1980 ANSWER Automatic Video Measurement Set with companion hard copy 
unit. Measurements are made and results logged automatically to provide proof-of-performance with 
unparalleled ease and accuracy. 
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occurs sixty times a second and lasts for 
approximately 1.3 milliseconds, or 
about the same time as 21 scan lines of 
regular picture. This interval may also 
contain the VIR signal (Vertical Interval 
Reference) which can be used for auto
matic correction of certain signal pa
rameters, as well as information such as 
the origin of the program material, the 
time of day, and captioning for the deaf. 
The VIT signals a llow accurate determi
nation of how the signal has been af
fected as it passed through distribution 
amplifiers, telephone lines, microwave 
links, switchers, and the transmitter. 
Generally, measurement ofVIT signals is 
made using two special types of oscillo
scope: a waveform monitor, and a 
vectorscope. 

Signal measurement using these two 
special instruments involves certain dif
ficulties , however. Accuracy and re
peatability of these measurem ents are 
limited by factors such as operator in
terpretation and the presence of noise on 
the signal. It is difficult to record the 
results, as this requires photographing 
the signal a nd recording the settings of 
the measuring equipment. Instrument 
controls must be changed several times 
during the course of a set of measure
ments and highly trained personnel 
must make the measurements. 

In contrast, the 1980 automatic video 
measurement set m akes a complete set 
of s tandard operating video measure
ments in just a few minutes. Results of 
these measurements a re printed on a 
terminal or printer that may be located 
many mi les from the site of the mea
surement taking . Because the measure
ment results are simply p rinted num
bers, there is no operator interpretation 
of waveforms, and because the 1980 is 
almost a ll d igital, the results are accu
rate a nd r.epeatable. Since the results of 
the measurements can be logged on a 
printer, there is no need to record the 
measurements, or waveforms, with a 
camera . Best of a ll, the 1980 can be run 
tota lly una ttended so there is no need for 
a skilled operator to spend m any hours 
a t a repetitive task . 
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Fig. 2. A front-panel keylock switch controls what happens when power is applied to the 1980. In one 
position, the 1980 will start itself, run a set of diagnostic programs, and enter its normal monitoring 
mode. Other positions allow programming the instrument and changing configuration parameters. 

These features make the 1980 idea lly 
suited for use as an off-air transmitter 
monitoring device. When combined 
with the Tektronix 1450 precision de
modula tor, the 1980 can be used to 
monitor both the output of the transmit
ter and the video signa l a rriving at the 
transmitter via the STL (stud io trans
mitter link) . Two video inputs, automat
ically switchable, a re provided . The 1980 
can be set up to make its measurements 
continua lly and only report the results 
when a set of limits a re exceeded , or a t 
fixed times of day, or both . In a typical 
transmitter applica tion , the 1980 would 
be set up to report on the broadcast s ig
nal every three hours , continuously 
monitor both the incoming and outgoing 
video, and genera te an a la rm signa l 
when either of these exceeded prede ter 
mined limits . 

The limits are se t up for each video 
source that the 1980 is monitoring, and 
there are two pairs of limi ts assoc iated 
with each measurement parameter. The 
firs t pair, the broa der of the two, are 
ca lled ala rm limits and are usually se t so 
tha t they correspond to what is legally 
prescribed . The other pa ir, tighter in 
their tolerance, are ca lled caution limits 
and signify tha t the signa l is not of the 
quality tha t is should be a lthough it is 
s till within legal limits. Usua lly the 1980 
would be set up so tha t it would print a 
m easurement repor t when the inner or 
caution limits a re exceeded, and to gen
erate an a la rm signa l a t the studio when 
the outer, or a la rm, limits were ex
ceeded .The 1980 can be set up to monitor 
a nd compare a full set of m easurements 
against these limits , or m ake pa rtia l sets 
of measurements; for ins tance, to 
monitor the bla nking intervals (the 
t iming of the s igna l). 



Microprocessor-based versatility 

The great versatility of the 1980 is 
achieved by digitizing the video signal 
and using a microprocessor to measure 
it. The 1980 is programmed in TEK AN
SWER BASIC, a programming language 
very similar to TEK SPS BASIC. TEK 
ANSWER BASIC has a set of measure
ment commands added to it that reduces 
the complexity of programming video 
measurements . There are special com
mands to digitize the video signal and 
store the values in a waveform array. A 
waveform array is a collection of eight
bit numbers (ranging from 0 to 255) that 
can be interpolated by a program to find 
the original peak amplitude, phase, and 
other characteristics of a digitized sig
nal. Measurement commands do things 
such as find the amplitude of a sine wave 
with a single BASIC statement. Many of 
the measurement commands are specif
ically designed around video measure
ments. 

This programmed adaptability makes 
the 1980 suitable for use in almost any 
transmitter monitoring application. The 
VIT signals do not have to be in any spe
cific loca tion within the vertical inter
val, nor do a ll of the FCC and Network 
Transmission Committee Report 7 VIT 
signals have to be present. The 1980 will 
scan the entire vertical interval and lo
ca te the VIT signals that are there, then 
make the appropriate measurements for 
each of the signals it finds, including the 
VIR signal. 

The remoteness of many transmitters 
from the studio makes it very desirable 
to be able to make video measurements 
from a distance. Sending the signal back 
to the studio for measurement may in
troduce distortions in the sign al that are 
not present at the transmitter. In some 
cases, off-air reception of the broadcast 
signal at the studio is not possible, espe
cially when one studio is broadcasting 
on several transmitters . The 1980 solves 
these problems by providing the capa
bility of making the measurements at 
the transmitter and sending the results 
back to the studio by telephone. The 1980 
has five RS-232-C interface ports that 
may be connected to modems to send 
measurement results in ASCII code, over 

a standard telephone line, to a terminal 
or printer located in the studio. An op
tional RS-366 interface will allow the 
1980 to dial the phone and call the ter
minal or printer at the studio to report 
problems at the transmitter. 

The key to assurance 

The 1980 has a keylock switch on the 
front panel that controls what happens 
when power is applied to the instru
ment. With the keylock switch in one 
position, the 1980 will start itself when 
power is applied, run a complete set of 
diagnostic programs, and enter its nor
ma l monitoring mode of operation. 
Other positions of the switch allow pro
gramming the instrument and changing 
the configuration parameters - opera
tions that are infrequent. The 1980 con
tains a battery that keeps the real-time 
clock operating for about one month 
without external power. Another pre
serves information stored in the non
volatile memory. This is important be
cause the memory contains relatively 
constant information about the config
uration of a particular installation. It in
cludes things such as the number and 
type of terminals, the limits files, the 
phone number of the studio, and possi
bly even small customer-written 
program s. 

The 1980 also has a feature called ATR 
(Automatic Timeout Reset) that takes 
control of the processor whenever six
teen minutes have gone by without the 
execution of a BASIC command. This is 
in case of a failure in the instrument. 
ATR restarts the instrument and runs a 
complete set of diagnostic routines be
fore re-entering the monitoring mode. 
The diagnostic progra ms in the 1980 run 
special test procedures to ensure that the 
instrum ent is operating correctly. The 
results of these diagnostics are printed 
on the master terminal , and in most 
cases it is possible to determine on 
which circuit board a failure has oc
curred, simply by looking at the diag
nostic printout on the terminal. 

Broadcasting requires service from an 
instrument up to twenty-four hours a 
day, 365 days a year, so the 1980 has been 
designed with a long mean-time
between-failure (MTBF) and a short 
mean-time-to-repair (MTTR). Service
ability has been designed-in from the 
start with resident diagnostic programs 
that detect and isolate almost any fault. 
The instrument has been designed so 
that all of the circuit boards may be 
slipped out of their guides through the 
front of the instrument and replaced in a 
few seconds. The 1/0 board and power 
supply are the only exceptions. They are 
removed from the rear because of the 
cabling connections on them. All of the 
circuit boards in the 1980 may be re
moved without removing the instru
ment from its rack. 

The 1980's digital design, customer-set 
limits, versatility, phone line compati
bility, ATR, self-diagnosis, and other fea
tures have all been designed to make 
unmanned, remote, continuous trans
mitter monitoring a realistic, econom
ical possibility. 
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Developing a Practical 
Automatic Television 
Parameter Measuring and 
Logging System 

Automatic measurement and logging of 
the television broadcast signal has been 
a long-sought-after goal. Prior to the in
troduction of large-scale in tegra ti on and 
the microprocessor, however, attempts 
to automate the measurement process 
encountered serious drawbacks: such 
systems had limited capability, required 
frequent calibration, occupied a lot of 
space, and were very expensive. Now, 
with the availability of new compo
nents, the long-sought-after goal has be
come a reality in the new Tektronix 1980 
ANSWER Automatic Video Measure
ment Set. 

Typically, television signal measure
ments are made manually using analog 
instruments such as waveform 
monitors, vectorscopes, etc. The process 
requires highly skilled personnel and is 
time-consuming. Design goals for the 
1980 were to make these same measure
ments automaticall y, with greater speed 
and accuracy, and a t reasonable cost. 
Measurement results were to be logged 
automatically, on site or remotely. The 
instrument was to a llow easy selection 
of individual tests, or series of tests, and 
provide for adding new tests . Reliability, 
of course, was essential. 
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Digitizing the signal 

The key to developing an automatic 
video test set lay in finding a suitable 
high-speed analog-to-digital converter 
(ADC) for digitizing the video signals. 
With the video signal digitized, a mi
croprocessor could be used to make 
almost any measurement desired. 

Sampling theorem implies that if a 
bandlimited signal, such as broadcast 
video, is sampled at a frequency greater 
than twice the highest frequency com
ponent of the sampled signal, the origi
nal signal waveform can be accurately 
reconstructed by mathematical manip
ulation of the sampled values. 

Investigation revealed a sampling fre
quency of four times the color subcarrier 
(14.32 MHz for NTSC, 17.72 MHz for 
PAL) affords some very significant per
formance advantages for the particular 
measurements to be made. Reviewing 
the commercially availab le ADCs it be
came apparent that to achieve our per
formance and cost goals we would have 
to develop the ADC in-house. 

A simplified block diagram of the 
Tek-developed 8-bit, 20-MHz ADC is 
shown in figure 1. The converter uses a 
two-stage parallel conversion technique 
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Fig. 1. The 8-bit , 20-MHz analog-to-digital converter uses two-stage parallel conversion, substantially 
reducing the number of comparators required. 



which affords significant economies 
over the full para llel approach. For 
example, the number of comparators 
required is reduced from 255 to only 30. 
In two-stage parallel conversion, the 
first 4-bit ADC is biased so that it con
verts the four most s ignificant b its . 

The output of the first ADC drives a 
very fast digital-to-analog converter 
(DAC), a lso Tek designed . The analog 
output of this DAC is subtracted from the 
input video signa l, and the difference 
signal is applied to the second 4-bit ADC 
to produce the four least significant bits 
(LSB). 

In conventional two-stage parallel 
ADCs, a sample-and-hold circuit usua lly 
precedes the conversion process to en
sure that the signal level does not change 
during the time between the two conver
sions . Because sample-and-hold c ir
cuitry is not readily integrated onto an 
IC chip, an alternate approach was 
developed. The input analog signal is de
layed by 32 nanoseconds before being 
applied to the second 4-bit ADC. The 
strobe pulse is also delayed by precisely 
the same amount. As the ADC process 
occurs in each converter at the instant 
the strobe pulse is applied, both conver
ters convert at the same point on the 
input signal waveform. 

Development of both a 4-bit ADC and 
DAC as integrated circuits makes possi
b le the high-speed conversion needed 
and provides other benefits . Linearity is 
improved by integrating the tapped 
voltage divider into the IC device con
taining the comparators, and laser 
trimming each resistor to optimally b ias 
each comparator. Having a ll 15 com
parators in a common thermal envi
ronment a lso improves the linearity of 
the conversion process over a range of 
temperatures. All of these fac tors result 
in an 8-bit, 20-MHz analog-to-digital 
converter with an accu racy of ±0.25 
LSB. 

Improving the resolution 

To take fu ll advantage of the dynamic 
range and inherent accuracy of the ADC, 
three significant e lements a re added 
during input s igna l processing 
dynamic offset, dynamic gain, and 
dither (see figure 2). 
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Fig. 2. Simplified block diagram of the 1980. Considerable signal processing is done to achieve 
maximum resolution and accuracy. Programmable memory controller provides great flexibility in 
selecting portion of video signal to be stored. 

Dynamic offset is applied by summing 
a precision offset waveform with the 
input video signal. The offse t pattern is 
digitally generated by the microcompu
ter and stored in the digital feedback 
memory. The contents of the memory are 
read out in sych ronism with the video 
input signa l, and applied to a precision 
(0 .01 % accu racy) DAC. The resultant 
analog output is then summed with the 
input video signa l. 

The output of the summing amplifier 
is applied to a digitally-programmable, 
variable-gain amplifier. This amplifier is 
controlled by the digital feedback mem
ory which ha s been loaded with the ap
propria te gain pattern by the micro
computer. Figure 3 shows the effec t of 
applying dynamic offse t and gain to a 
linearity test signa l. In this example , the 
resultant chroma portion of the input 

Fig. 3. Offset and variable gain applied to linear
ity test signal greatly enhances resolution and 
accuracy of measurement. 
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video signal is amplified by about three 
times to take full advantage of the 
dynamic range of the ADC. 

Finally, a dither signal that causes 
successive waveform repetitions to have 
a slightly different de term is combined 
with the video signal. The proprietary 
digital dither generator used in the 1980 
provides a complex analog dither signal 
designed to improve both the accuracy 
and resolution of the quantization pro
cess. 

A simplified block diagram of the 
dither system is shown in figure 4. The 
input video signal is coupled to a sum
m ing amplifier and to a clock generator 
which generates a clock pulse at the end 
of each repetition period of the input 
signal. The output of the clock generator, 
gated by an output of the feedback 
board, is connected to the input of a 5-bit 
counter. A reset pulse coupled to the 
reset input of the counter initia lizes the 
system. The counter outputs are coupled 
to the data inputs of a DAC whose output 
is then summed with the original input 
video signal. The resultant signal is then 
applied to the waveform digitizer. After 
32 repetitions of the video input signal 
(32 television lines), the counter is reset 
and the process is repeated. Stepping the 
analog dither signal through 32 de levels 
yields a resolution equivalent to that 
ach ieved if an 11-bit ADC were used . 

The controller regulates the flow of 
sampled data to the acquisition m emory. 
It can be programmed to sample any line 
Qr group of lines (up to 32) in the televi
sion field or frame; it can sample the 
same line in 32 successive frames; or, it 
can sample part of a line, skip several 
frames, and sample that part of the same 
line again. The latter capability is useful, 
for example, in conducting bounce tests 
or transmission links . Sampled da ta is 
s tored sequentially, eight bytes a t a time, 
in shift registers and then transferred in 
parallel to the acquisition memory. The 
acquisi tion memory has the capacity to 
store up to 32 lines. 
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Fig. 4. Digital dither generator produces thirty-two precision levels which are summed with video input 
signal to enhance resolution and accuracy of digitizing process. 

For m any measuremen ts , the test sig
na l data is averaged over 32 successive 
frames (one line per frame) to reduce the 
masking effects of random noise. Averag
ing results in a n apparent 15 dB en
hancement in the video signal-to-noise 
ratio. 

The microcomputer 

The microcomputer in the 1980 is de
signed around the TMS 9900 16-bit 
microprocessor, with extended addres
sing capa bility. Several memories reside 
in the microcomputer section . The oper
ating system occupies 44k words of 
ROM, an applica tion memory h as 40k of 
PROM, and there is 32k of RAM for the 
main memory. These are a ll 16-bit 
memories. In addition , there is 8k of 
non-volatile memory powered by 
stand-by batter ies should power be in
terrupted . This non-volatile me mory 
may be used to store the param eter limit 
files and other configu ration informa
tion usua lly entered from the keyboard. 

There are several clocks used in the 
1980. The sync and clock generator 
associated w ith the input video signal 
basically controls the front-end circuitry 
- phase lock, digita l feedback, e tc. The 
real time clock (4-MHz) provides time
of-da y, da te, and automa tic timeout re
set. A user can substitute an externa l 

l MHz clock to lock the time informa tion 
to the station master clock if desired. 
The main clock controls the processor 
and associated computer circuits. 

User interaction with the 1980 is p ro
vided by multiple RS-232, CCITT V.24 
input/output ports, allowing connection 
to various types of terminals, printers, 
modems,'etc . An extended form of 
BASIC was developed to efficiently han
dle inpu t/output communications and 
deal with the specia l requirements of 
processing the video signal. 

Designed for reliability 

The 1980 is designed for remote or unat
tended operation as well as operation 
where the intended u se is to relieve en
gineering personnel from time
consuming, routine testing. In both ap
plications, reliabi li ty is of pa ramount 
importance. Accordingly, much effort 
was expended in both electr ica l and me
chanical design to ensure reliability. 

All critical semiconductors undergo a 
96-hour burn-in at 125°C before use in 
the 1980. In addition, the entire instru
m ent undergoes several hours of burn-in 
a t eleva ted temperatures to weed out in
fant mor ta lities . 



To assure the operator that the 1980 is 
working properly, extensive self-check 
diagnostic routines are activated each 
time the instrument is powered up . 
Some of these routines are accessible by 
BASIC so the operator can program the 
1980 to perform a self-check routine each 
time a measurement error is detected. 

The instrument is mechanically and 
electrically configured for easy trouble
shooti~g. The design incorporates the 
ability to use signature analysis as an aid 
in quickly isolating faulty components 
or circuitry. 

Summary 

There is no longer any need to spend 
valuable engineering time making 
routine measurements and logging the 
results . The 1980 is designed to do this 
for you - to provide fast, accurate, au
tomatic measurement of television sig
na l amplitude, phase, and timing 
parameters. As an example, the 1980 can 
automatically run and log a complete 
in-service NTC No. 7 measurement 
routine in less than one minute, with 
worst-case accuracies of ±0.5%/0.5°C for 
most measurements. The instrument is 
easily programmed to meet special re
quirements and future needs. :.... 

New Products 
Digital Storage of Repetitive Signals to 
400 MHz 

The 7854 Oscilloscope 

A new 7000-Series Oscilloscope com
bines 400 MHz analog performance with 
microprocessor-based waveform pro
cessing to greatly simplify waveform 
measurements and improve measure
ment quality. 

The 7854 is preprogrammed to make 
common measu rements such as r ise 
time, fall time, pulse width , peak-to
peak, RMS, and other measurements at 
the touch of a button. Through averag
ing, signals bur ied in noise can be recov
ered and measured with improved accu
racy. Averaging a lso gives increased reso
lution, with differences as small as 0.01 
division recorded in the digital storage 
process . 
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The 7854 can store repetitive 
waveforms up to 400 MHz and single
shot events a t sweep speeds up to 
50 µs /division. A choice of 128, 256, 512, 
or 1024 horizontal points is provided to 
a llow storage of multiple waveforms. 
With optional memory, the 7854 can 
digitize and store up to 40 waveforms. 

A GPIB interface is provided for cus
tomers requiring additional processing, 
data storage, or coordination of the os
cilloscope with other instruments. 

As a conventional oscilloscope, the 
7854 operates like a 7904 or 7704A. The 
choice of more than 30 compatible plug
in units affords the same versatility en
joyed by users of other 7000-Series in
struments. 
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A Digital Storage Scope with a 
Familiar Face 

468 Digital Storage Oscilloscope t 
The new Tektronix 468 Digital Storage 
Oscilloscope looks just like the 
industry-standard 465B, 100-MHz Port
able Oscilloscope, and for good reason . 
The 468 "dr ives" just like the 465B, and 
in the non-storage mode has the same 
characteristics. 

Switching to digital storage, the 468 
uses state-of-the-art technology ad
vances to extend digital storage 
bandwidths, simplify detection of 
a liased signals, and overcome envelope 
error and display jitter - all problems 
plaguing earlier digital storage efforts. 

The 468 uses a 25-MHz, 8-bit digitizer 
and a unique display interpolation tech 
nique to achieve a 10 MHz "useful stor
age bandwidth." To accommodate a 
wide range of applications, both sine 
and pulse interpola tion is included. An 
envelope mode provides dual digitizing 
rates useful in catching glitches and de
tecting aliasing. 

Operating ease and measurement res
olution is enhanced by signal averaging, 
and cursors for measuring both time and 
amplitude differences . In addition to the 
signal averaging option, a GPIB option is 
available for waveform transmission. 
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Fully Automatic Distortion Analysis 

With the introduction of the Tektronix 
AA 501 Distortion Analyzer and SG 505 
Oscillator, complex distortion meas
urements become a totall y automated 
process. Steps such as level setting, tun
ing, and nulling which previously re
quired several minutes of skilled 
operator t ime, are now done quickly, 
precisely, and automatically by the 
AA SOi's internal circuitry. 

The AA 501 and SG 505 combination 
permits harmonic distortion, inter
modulation distortion, frequency re
sponse, gain/loss, and signal-to-noise 
rat io measurements to be accomplished 
with minimal skill level. At the same 
time, both instruments feature state-of
the-art performance in residual noise 
and distortion. The system provides a 
total residual distortion of less than 
0 .0025% (- 92 dB), residual noise of less 
than 3 microvolts, and fully differential 
input with a CMRR of 50 dB at 50 Hz. 
The SG 505 Oscillator gives a significant 
boost to measurement accuracy with 
ultra-low distortion, 0 .0008% (20 Hz to 
20 kHz) . In addition, it features an ex
tremely flat frequency response, within 
0.1 dB from 10 Hz to 20 kHz, 0.2 dB from 
20 kHz to 200 kHz. 

i AA 501 Distortion Analyzer with SG 505 
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Automated Oscilloscope Test and 
Calibration 

., 
~ .,, 
~ 

CG 551AP Programmable Calibration t 
Generator 

The Tektronix CG 551AP is a fully pro
grammable, microprocessor-based os
cilloscope calibration generator. It can 
be used as part of a computerized system 
for the calibration and verification of 
major oscilloscope parameters, includ
ing the following: 

Vertical gain 
Horizontal timing and gain 
Vertical bandwidth/pulse 

characteristics 
Probe accuracy and compensation 
Current probe accuracy 
Calibrator output accuracy 

A diversity of functions, manually 
selectab le from the front panel, are all 
programmable through a controller via 
the GPIB (General Purpose Interface 
Bus, IEEE-488). Many of the functions 
represent a new state-of-the-art in cali
bration performance. 

The CG 551AP is compatible with any 
Tektronix 4050 Series or other controller 
operating on the GPIB. A typical system 
would include the CG 551AP, a Tektronix 
4052 Graphics Computing Controller 
and a hard copy unit such as the Tek
tronix 4631 or a matrix printer such as 
the Tektronix 4642 for permanent 
documentation. 
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A Digital NTSC Television Test Signal 
Generator/VITS Inserter 

The 1900 Digital Test Signal Generator 
and VITS Inserter is designed for state
of-the-art performance testing of NTSC 
television systems and equipment. 
Available in four different versions, the 
1900 supports a wide range of transmit
ter, studio, common carrier, and equip
ment manufacturing applications . 

Standard, full-field signals: modu
lated ramp, field square wave, window, 
convergence, and VIRS are included in 
each version. In addition, each version 
provides a special test signal comple
ment tailored to the specific application. 

The generator's functions are con
trolled by an internal microprocessor 
and its associated PROM memory. Test 
signals are stored as 10-bit digital words 
and converted to analog form by a 10-bit 
precision DAC to ensure signal accuracy 
and long-term stability. 

Since the 1900's signa ls are stored in 
PROM, test signal format changes are 
accomplished by replacing the approp
riate test signal memory. No recalibra
tion is required, and changing industry 
test signal standards will not cause ob
solescence. 

RS-232-C and ground closure inter
faces a llow wide-ranging remote control 
functions and applications versatility. 

The 1900 is available for the NTSC 
television standard only. 

i 1900 Digital Generator 
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A New Standard in Automatic Waveform 
Measurement 

76120 Programmable Digitizer 

The 7612D is a dual-channel/dual-time 
base programmable waveform digitizer. 
It is, essentially, two digitizers in one 
cabinet. Each channel accepts a 7000-
Series vertical plug-in amplifier (fully 
programmable with two 7 A16Ps), and 
each channel has its own built-in digital 
time base. 

Sampling intervals, derived from an 
accurate, crystal-controlled clock, are 
selectable on each channel from five 
nanoseconds to one second. Analysis of 
single-shot signals shorter than one 
microsecond in dura tion is possible at 
the faster sampling rates. Samples are 
stored as 8-bit words in a 2,048 byte 
memory for each channel. Each memory 
may be partitioned into multiple sec
tions of 1024, 512, or 256 words . 

The 7612D features the ability to 
switch sample rates at specified time lo
cations within a record. This allows in
creased resolution of fast waveform 
components, or skipping of unwanted 
waveform portions. 

All the functions of the instrument are 
programmable over the GPIB bus 
through simple mnemonic com mands . 
The 7612D is compatible with the 
4050-Series and SPS PDP-11 based 
controllers. 
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